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Pay and Earn Crypto for Freelance Services

    LaborX is a blockchain-based jobs platform that helps clients connect with freelancers from a vast global pool of Web3 talent.
    We provide efficient transactions with cryptocurrency, and robust protection through smart contracts - wherever you're based!
  
Find TalentFind Jobs
[image: people]
New Crypto Jobs
Full-timeFreelance

2,046Jobs on our Platform
Senior Product Manager, Trade & Post Trade Experience
[image: Avatar]
OKXSingapore

 

About the Company
At OKX, we envision a tech-driven future, leveraging innovative blockchain technology to revamp the financial landscape. Being a top-tier cryptocurrency exchanges platform, OKX cater
Required Skills

      Blockchain & Crypto
      

      Blockchain
      

More infoLending Admin Associate
[image: Avatar]
FigureReno, USA

 

Company Overview  
At Figure, our goal is to revolutionize financial services using blockchain technology to enhance speed, efficiency, and savings for both consumers and institutions.  
This tran
Required Skills

      Legal
      

      Customer Service
      

More infoSoftware Engineer
[image: Avatar]
Pyth Data AssociationRemote** without Job Title**
About Our Team and Your Role:

Our team consists of technology and business professionals who effectively communicate for network-based advancement.
Remote Work: Our global team
Required Skills

      Blockchain & Crypto
      

      Python
      

More infoSecurity Project Manager
[image: Avatar]
LedgerParis, France

 

RemoteDescription:
We are dedicated to making digital assets accessible and secure to a wide audience.
Join our quest.
Established in 2014, Ledger stands as the leading platform for digital assets and Web3.
Required Skills

      IT & Networking
      

      Blockchain
      

More infoDirector, Ecosystem Fund Programs
[image: Avatar]
MachinefiMenlo Park, USA

 

RemoteHere at MachineFi Lab, we are at the forefront of building the future of the internet and creating a more fair, safe, and rewarding internet of things. We are looking for an experienced Director with 
Required Skills

      Blockchain & Crypto
      

      Blockchain
      

More infoSenior Data Engineer, Web3
[image: Avatar]
CircleVancouver, Canada

 

RemoteCompany Overview:
Circle operates as a forward-thinking financial technology firm within the burgeoning realm of the internet of money. We specialize in enabling seamless global digital value transfer
Required Skills

      Engineering & Architecture
      

      Engineering
      

More infoHead of Information Security (InfoSec)
[image: Avatar]
NotabeneRemoteCompany Overview:
Notabene is dedicated to integrating crypto into everyday transactions for global organizations. Trusted by prominent crypto entities, we offer tools to minimize transaction risks an
Required Skills

      IT & Networking
      

      Compliance
      

More infoHuman Resources Intern (Sri lanka Remote)
[image: Avatar]
Token MetricsColumbus, USA

 

RemoteHR Assistant Job Description
Token Metrics is seeking a skilled HR assistant with excellent administrative and communication abilities. The ideal candidate should possess strong organizational and tim
Required Skills

      Admin Support
      

More info
Game Tester for a Web3 P2E Game
[image: Avatar]
william xterResponsibilities:- Play our Web3 P2E game and provide feedback on usability.- Identify and clearly document bugs within the game.- Collaborate with our Development and QA team to identify game feature
$ 1,500
Required Skills

      Blockchain & Crypto
      

      Dapps
      

More infoTransformation of 2D Plan to 3D Reality
[image: Avatar]
Teri StillI require expertise to convert architectural floor plans into realistic 3D models. The project involves transferring dimensions and design aspects from 2D AutoCAD plans into a 3D program to generate p
$ 4,500
Required Skills

      Design & Creative
      

      3D Modeling
      

More infoFollow api requests on my phone
[image: Avatar]
Ugo MuokaThe project involves following api requests on my mobile phone to recover files from hidden folders.The files to be recovered include audio files, notes, images, etc.
$ 27
Required Skills

      IT & Networking
      

More infoRedeploy in the same address Crypto Ethereum BNB
[image: Avatar]
John DoeI need to redeploy in this address this contract for unlimited times, you must redeploy from any address this contract using Create2 or Create3 / metamorphic. Please send demo before posting offer. se
$ 50
Required Skills

      Blockchain & Crypto
      

      Web3.js
      

More info

Show All Jobs



Post New JobNew Gigs
32,101Gigs on our Platform
[image: Avatar][image: Bronze client]
 


David (INCUBATOR) 🤴🤴🤴
5(35)


will promote your opensea nft, shopify store products, increase more visibility and sell

      Sales & Marketing
      

      Email Marketing
      

      Social Media Marketing
      

$ 250
More info
[image: Avatar]
Jeffrey Benson
0(0)


I will create a successful blockchain like ethereum or bsc using pos, pow, or dpos

      Blockchain & Crypto
      

$ 1,000
More info
[image: Avatar]
Yakov Gould
5(10)


I will fork Olympus, hector, tomb, ring on various network

      Blockchain & Crypto
      

      Solidity
      

      Dapps
      

$ 1,000
More info
[image: Avatar]
Snipe Finance
5(1)


Security Audit by snipefinance.com

      Javascript
      

      Blockchain & Crypto
      

      Ruby
      

$ 1,990
More info

Show All Gigs



Post Gig[image: coin]
Benefits
Crypto Payments
LaborX supports a range of popular tokens on the Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain,
            TRON and Polygon networks, providing fast, efficient settlement between Customers and Freelancers anywhere in the world.
Register


[image: crypto payments]
Digital Contract
Set the conditions of how you'll work together,
            including deadlines and payment terms, using the Contract module.

            We protect your financial engagement through digital escrow by locking all funds once the contract is signed -
            releasing them automatically once the work has been completed and accepted.
          
Register


[image: digital-contract]
Low Commissions
While popular freelancing platforms charge users as much as 20%, our blockchain-based decentralised
            approach means our commissions are as low as 10% for Freelancers and 0% for Customers.
Premium account holders will enjoy fee-free use of LaborX,
            and other major benefits!
Register


[image: low commissions]
Reputation
The ‘Reputation’ module protects users while providing a feedback system
            to help select the best Freelancers and Clients.
Our algorithm accounts for factors such as previous experience and education,
            reviews, completed contracts and more. Variables are weighted according to their importance and overall relevance.
Register


[image: reputation]






RegisterSkills
Hire professionals with a wide range of skills, or offer your own in-demand expertise.
Web, Mobile & Software DevIT & NetworkingData Science & AnalyticsAccounting & ConsultingLegalTranslationDesign & CreativeEngineering & ArchitectureWritingAdmin SupportCustomer ServiceSales & MarketingGaming
Show all skills[image: bipyramid]Boost Your Account with Premium Features

        Our premium membership is divided into five tiers. Users access different levels, with increasing benefits, by locking
        TIME
        tokens in the TimeWarp
        smart contract.
Benefits include bonuses for Customers, while providing reduced fees, priority placement and visual highlighting in
        search results for Freelancers – putting them in prime position to win more work, and earn a higher income.
All Premium Accounts receive higher referral bonuses.


Learn more[image: arrow]Blog
[image: LaborX Integrates Morph for Seamless Payments and Comprehensive HR Solutions]Mar 29, 2024LaborX Integrates Morph for Seamless Payments and Comprehensive HR Solutions
In the blockchain industry, Layer 2 solutions like zkSync, Optimism, and Arbitrum promise to enhance scalability and reduce transaction costs. However, while some projects thrive with high user engagement, many others struggle with low activity levels, highlighting a disparity in adoption and ecosystem vitality.
Read[image: Exploring Optimism: Revolutionizing Scalability]Mar 25, 2024Exploring Optimism: Revolutionizing Scalability
LaborX is excited to announce that we’ve successfully integrated Optimism. With this development, freelancers on LaborX now have the ability to accept payments in $OP and explore other tokens within the Optimism ecosystem.
In this article, we’ll review the basics of Optimism and take a quick look at the most prominent projects in its ecosystem.
Read[image: The role of HR managers in the Web3 industry and how to lead HR teams]Feb 28, 2024The role of HR managers in the Web3 industry and how to lead HR teams
Adapting to decentralised structures and dynamic team configurations, HR teams experience a radical shift in the Web3 space. Human Resources must go beyond their traditional responsibilities as companies adapt to the new work paradigm to guide employees through the complicated waters of increased independence, teamwork, and community input.
Read
Show more articles




Featured in
[image: Nasdaq][image: Nasdaq]
Chrono.tech (TIME) Crypto Takes Off After a Sizable Fundraise From Mark Carnegie
There are new crypto investors are paying attention to today. Chrono.tech (CCC:TIME-USD) is seeing the spotlight after closing out a lucrative fundraise.
Learn more
[image: HACKERNOON][image: HACKERNOON]
Blockchain transforming HR from the backend
When Bitcoin exploded into the scene, the technology that came with it was quickly adopted by numerous industries as a way to manage information securely, transparently, and above all, transparently, something that Human resource departments are in desperate need of: a method of managing talent and people, from communication to getting paid on time.
Learn more
[image: Tech-Times][image: Tech-Times]
How CGU and Chrono.tech Provide An End-To-End Solution For Gamers
Crypto Gaming United (CGU) fits neatly into Chrono.tech's suite of blockchain-based products and services, with both sides bringing network effect, liquidity, utility and users to the other. There are some comments from the team.
Learn more






FAQ
What are the benefits of freelancing for crypto?



Because cryptocurrency is borderless and global, anyone can apply for a job and get paid, no matter where our Freelancers and Customers are in the world, and regardless of whether they have access to banking services. Crypto job payments are efficient, and blockchain technology enables a truly free and frictionless labour market. Freelancing is also a good way to earn crypto, an attractive new asset class in society today.


What cryptocurrencies can I earn on LaborX?



LaborX currently supports two major blockchains; Ethereum and BNB Chain. Freelancers and Customers can organise cryptocurrency job payments in ETH, WBTC, TIME, and stablecoins such as USDC, USDT, DAI and AUDT on Ethereum; and BNB, BTCB, TIME, and stablecoins such as BUSD, USDT, USDC and DAI on BNB Chain.


How does a LaborX Premium membership benefit Freelancers?



Freelancers are charged 10% in platform fees for each Job or Gig they complete. These fees are used to buy TIME tokens on the open market. Freelancers may then receive a rebate of up to half of this amount in TIME tokens, depending on their Premium membership status. This potentially reduces their fees to as little as 5%, as well as giving them a regular payment in a token for which there is constant demand – somewhat akin to a ‘crypto jobs pension’.


How does a LaborX Premium membership benefit Customers?



Customers receive a bonus in TIME tokens every time they make a payment to a Freelancer. This acts as an incentive for Customers to continue using LaborX for all their hiring needs. The TIME they receive can be held, accruing value over time, or alternatively can be used to pay Freelancers.


Can I apply for crypto jobs without a Premium membership?



Absolutely! LaborX’s cryptocurrency job market is open to all. However, with even the lowest level of Premium membership, Freelancers will start to earn TIME tokens, allowing them to access higher levels and earn larger rebates – a virtuous cycle.


What is ‘Job Mining’?



Whenever a task is completed and a job payment is made, LaborX converts its fee into TIME, the native token of the wider Chrono.tech ecosystem. These TIME tokens are distributed between LaborX Freelancers, Customers, and other Chrono.tech stakeholders. This process is called Job Mining.


What is ‘TimeWarp’?



In addition to being the leading blockchain jobs platform, LaborX is part of a wider suite of services run by Chrono.tech. TimeWarp is Chrono.tech’s TIME token staking program. A portion of the TIME tokens purchased through Job Mining are distributed to TimeWarp stakers. TimeWarp is also a means by which LaborX users can acquire Premium membership, which offers a series of benefits, including increased Job Mining payments for crypto jobs.


What Are Web3 Jobs?



The growth of the blockchain sector has led to the creation of a wide range of Web3 Jobs. These may be specific to the Web3 space, with roles including smart contract developers and marketing and communications experts with a strong understanding of the technology. In other cases, Web3 jobs will support decentralised projects and communities, but will need no special understanding of blockchain (for example, community management and admin).



Latest Web3 Jobs

    Explore exciting  crypto and web3 job opportunities!
    We assist in connecting talent from the web3 sphere with careers in innovative projects.
    Join us to shape the future of crypto technology and blockchain.
	Senior Product Manager, Trade & Post Trade Experience
	Lending Admin Associate
	Software Engineer
	Security Project Manager
	Director, Ecosystem Fund Programs
	Senior Data Engineer, Web3
	Head of Information Security (InfoSec)
	Human Resources Intern (Sri lanka Remote)
	Social Media Manager
	Full Stack Engineer - backend
	Crypto Business Development Specialist (Romania Remote)
	Global Strategic & Digitalization COE
	Senior Counsel
	Graphic designer
	Senior Director Content Strategist
	Streamer Manager (Korean Speaker)
	Looking for a Different Finance Role? Tell Us by Joining Our Talent Community!
	Director, National Accounts
	Head of Investor Relations
	Blockchain Intelligence Analyst
	Member of Product Design, Direct Custody
	Graphic Designer (Sofia-Remote)
	Crypto, Data Collection, & Labeling Investigator
	Senior QA Engineer
	Security Engineer

Check out our products
[image: PaymentX Partner]PaymentX
Automated cryptocurrency payroll solution for your business


Explore[image: TimeX Partner]TimeX
Plasma-based exchange


Explore[image: PaymentX Partner]AUDT
Stablecoin linked to Australian dollar


Explore[image: TimeWarp Partner]TimeWarp
Staking programme for TIME, the native token of the Chrono.tech ecosystem


Explore
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